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INTRODUCTIW

CAPA.BILITISS MD AVAILABILITY

The t4CNP (~onte ~arlo Neutron ~heton) ?ode system developed by Group x-6 is
the workhorse at the Los AlamcJs National Latmratory for neutron, photon, and
coupled neutron-photon calculations using the Monte Carlo method. P!CNP

transports neutrons and/or photons continuously in all phase-space variables
for both fixed-source and criticality (k ) problems. MCNP contains
detailed neutron end photon physics models wfi[~h automatically link to data
libraries that contain the most up-to-data cross-section and reaction infor-
mation from the ENDF/B and other evaluations. MCNP transports particles in
generalized three-dimensional geometries using 26 different kinds of first,
second, a~d certain fourth-degree
methods are used ia all phases
source, geometry-tracking, var,
procease~.

rlCtiP is a highly portable user-or,

surfaces. State-of-the-art Ponte Carlo
of the particle Lransport including the
ante-reduction and tally-estimation

ented production code for a wide range @f
applications. The code has been run successfully on ten different sy~tems
from small 32 bit machines to Crays. HCNP has been designed to be very user
oriented in its input, error checking, graphical displays, data !,ibrarie~,
dynamic interrupts, and cutput. It is truly a production code because of
its heavy useage by about 150 Los Alamcs users for approximately 60 Cray
hours
manual ~very month,

MCNP 1s extremely well documented in its 511 page
on the code, data b&ses, and test problems, as well as in a series

of 25 video tapes from a national MCNP workshop held in Los Alamos in 1983.
In the same year, MCNP was released to the Radiation Shielding Information
Center (RSIC) in Uak Ridge for national and worldwlde distribution Of the

code, data bases, test problems and documentation.

Version 3 of MCNP has been available for a year and a half and is the sub-
ject of this status report. Version 3A, which contfiins many important
lmprovem~nts d?scri~)ed at the end of this report, is scheduled for release
in the fall of 1985.

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY

MCNP has an investment of about 250 person years, dating back to the for-
mulation and first uses of the Monte Carlo method at Los Alamos during the
1940s by Fermi, Metropolis, Richt.myer, Ulam, and Von Neumann. E. D.
Cashwcll and C. J. Everett were the two most important contributors t ~ MCNP
and its predecessors beginnin# wit? MCS which was written i ~ 1963.4 The
first vfrsion of MCNP appeared In 1976 as a combination of MCN , MCG , ar,d
HCP.U’J Version 3 of MCNP was completely rewritten in ANSI standard
FORTRAN 77 in 1963 to produce a one-oource code that would run on many dif-
ferent computer system9.

The HCNP code development philosophy has always centered arourld a oonsensus
or the views of Monte Carlo theorists,, data apeclallsts, MCNP users, and
code developers. New featuree have always been WO1l tested and understood
before being lncor~rated into a newly released version of the code.
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ARCHIIZCTURE

The MCNP architecture has been primarily dictated by two constraints: the

limited amount of small core memory on the CDC-7600; and the lack CT a
dynamic storage capability in FORTRAN 77. The first constraint results ifi
an overlay structure for the initiation, plotting, data, and transport por-
tions of the code. The second constraint results In arrays that zre
referenced by offsets. Subroutines are used as buildlng blocks for the MCEP
structure. Those parts of the code which are system dependent are con-
centrated in a few locations to simplify thr portability aspects.

MCNP is mitten in ANSI standard FORTRAN 77 and usvs tt?e Los AIE.mos ecmn,on
graphics systerr (CCS), PLOTlO, and DISSPLP graphics. There arc about 7100(?
lines of sourm code and 190 subroutines that are logically structured and
extremely readable. Virtually all storaEe arrays arc dyr?amlcally allocatjd
which keeps each problem as sm;’11 as possible when running cn thp cor,puter.
The F!CNP software is deslgnfc! for easy user mcdiflcaticn .ana includes fea-
tures such as us~r arrays dnci variables, user-inph+ cards, user-file acc~ss,
and easy differentlaticw between COMWh! variables (> V ch;’ract~rs) and lcca]
var~ables (< 3 characters).

PORTABILITY

To achieve port:bil~ty, a prepraecssor for the sourer code is ?cqulrcti In
the form of LIPDATF, HISTORIAN, or F!CNP’S own portable preprcc(~ssor. The
prcproc~ssor Renerat~s n source deck with th(. ~ppropri:,te CC!F!KC!I dg’cks :+nt
conditional compilation dirccl ives for thr spcrlflud computer systcm. TF:I
data files and gri?phics are ~.iso port;!blc. To d.atr, F’CNP has bren compjl!d,
loaded, und run cn th~ Cray (CTSS ant! C@S), CDC (LTSS and NCW), lPY, VAX,
PRIME, WV, APOLLO, and RIPGE machines.

PHYSICS AND DATA

The t?CNP neutror. physics 1s bascri on FNl)F/B, ENDL2,~nr! A\!!?E data lihr:trifs
for ~7 atomic nummrs and for enrrgy ranfirs rrcm 10 to ?0 MeV. T;lbl( 1
lists the various rlcmc~ts and Isotopt’s av;~i]able. l)~tai led modcllnp is
used for both clastlc and inelastic rclli~ions. All of the re;lr’1 icns i)nd
resolved resonanc~s +v:lilable from a speclflr ~?valuat ion are inrludrd. The
un~e~olvcd r~so~nnce rcpion is trr.~teri as a continuur. TP~r~ arc to
thermal-neutron tre~tmcnts ~vailnble in MCNP. Thr frc~-gas model assur~’s
that neutrons colllde with light nurlr?l (atomlr numbers from 1 to F) th:lt
ure in a Maxwell i~n diutributlon which can b(* n fur~rt.ion o!’ timr. Thrrm:{l
neutron scattering can also b(’ modrl{d using thr !;(o,R) sc~ttcrinl[ trur!cl
which includes both chemical binding lJnd crystalline erf’’ct,s. Room tcmmra-
ture S(o,t?) d}lta is avfiilable for HZ(!, D2U, C, Ct12, lib?, Evf!l Zrl!, and
benzene.
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The MCNP #eutron-transport.and reaction-data librariea are processed using
the NJOY code. The continuous and thinned-continuous libraries treat the
cross gectiona as continuous in energy with lineer interpolation between
specific energies so that the original evaluations are reproduced to 0.1S
and 1% respectively. A discrete-reaction version of’these libraries is also
available which treat~ the total, ~bsorption, elastic, and inelastic cross
sections as a constant with a flat weighting spectrum in each of 262 energy
bing. The kinematics of H collision are the same for all three forms of the
neutron libra~ its. Energy-dependent angular-dis!tributiontables ?re used to
sample the outgoing energy and angle of a neutron from a collision. The
discrete-reaction sets requir~ much less memory than the continuous sets
with an accompanying loss of some of the details of the evaluation.
Discrete reaction data are normally used for trace isotopes or initifil
studies. All of the detailed information available in the evaluations con-
cerning photon production is included in the PC!iP data libraries. SOlre
Doppler-broadened temperature-dependent cross-section sets are availabl~.
If the user does not wisti to select data evaluations for the probl~.m,
default select~ons are ~sslgne
totzl neutron cross 9ecticn for

~3~utomatica~~y by MCNP. Figur? 1 st?owsthe
U from 10 to 20 M~V represented in toth

the cent.inucus .?nd discr~te reaction forms. p’igu~e 7 shows continuous

n,+tural-tungsten photon-production croag sections over the same energy r~ngc
for various reactions and tctal phctcm production. Th=se da?a ar{~ typical
of the ev?luatiqcs in the YCNP librzrieg.

The final t.ypt- of library =Va!lable fo~’ !?CNP neutron transport problems is
the dosimetry library. SelFctcd isotopes are maintained
calculatfi res~nscs frcrr MCNP neutron Tlux calculations.

PHOTONS

Tne MCNP phcton l~brary contains n!] cent nuous da*.a
+

ERDF/B cv:llu~tieng plus Stor~ and Israel data for a ?ew
Isotopes. The energy range for pho+r;r; t.ranspcnt !R M~NP
lCO MrL’. Both incch~rcnt scatverinp, usl?g an inv~: se
rejection ~che!nc on the i(lrin-li!shir?;’dist.ributlnn, Zncl

in this library to

1s included in VCNP. The hlrhly-forward-peaked coher+nt scattering nay b:
removed from considerc?io~ by using the simple photon physirs option in
FCNP. Pair production with the resultant emission or annihilation rad!:lticn
is standard in MCNP, as is photoelectric absorption followed by onc or two
fluorescent photcns abov~ 1 keV. Figure 3 shows the total and pi?rtl”-,1
photon cross scctlons of lead as an (’xampl~ of the PCNP photcn transport
dat~..

CEWETRY

CELLS

The basic unjt or !ICNP Eeometry description is the cell. Sur!’aces are used
to cr~at,c cells In the ordinary Cartesian coordinate systcm using the sionsc
of space on rit.her s!d~. The aenne of a point to a surface 1s the sign or
tbr r~su]t of inserting the pulnt coordinates into the surfac~ equation.
The sens~ of a portion of space relntive to ,? surf~(:e 1s either + or -.
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Combinations of ~ense-signed surfaces ere used to ~efine regions of spac~
encompassed by a cell.

Three Boolean geometry operators are used in MCNP to construct. cells. The
lntWIIOOtl On of common regions of space with respect to surfaces is th~
default op=r~tor. The union of space witt! respect to surfaceg is aesigna?ed
by a colon (:). A ocmplament operator (*) alsc exists to remov~ portions of
space defined by either cells or surf~ces. p~~~nth~gpg ~~~ used to ~-nt~ol

the order of execution of the three geometry oper.?tors.

MCNP allows easy specification of cells with skewed surfaces. such z rell
may be defined on any convenient auxiii??y Cartesl~n coorainatc system.
When the user defines ttw relationship of’ ?nc aux!ll?ry systcm tc the r,”,in
prcblem coordinate system, ??CNP will autom~tically tvansfcrm the surfaces
into the probler! coordinate systm.

F!CNP cells ere required tor many aspects of the transport. calculation, such
as constructing the model and specifying the approprl;.te materials. cells
are SISO convenient for d~rininE variance reductior? para!rietcrs afia spec!f’y-
ing tallies. The volumes of many rlasses @f CP1lS arc c~lrulat~d
automatically by MCNP. C~the? volumes and th(ir statis?.~ral errors ccn be
calculated stoehastically uslnr !ICNP.

SURPACES d

QRAPiiICS

HCNP contains plc?.tin~ algorlthm~ to produce any two-dimension;..] sllcr of ,1
thrw-dimi?nslonal geom+try lntcrtictively. Improperly :Tpcvificd port inns cf
the two-direnslcnal sllre will be plottra with d?sh~c! lin~is us an aid in
finding geometry Frr@rs. !lfiny pnram$?t.ers definrd in thr problem can bc dis-
playpd on the plots, including surfrcv and crll nurnbcrs,neutron ond phc’or
lmportar!crs, weight windows, massrs and dvnsitics, trmp(r’atures, and o?hf’rs.
Figure ~ shows two different two-dimensional VC.NP plots of a corr!plicntvd
tast. geotrrtry.
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be uged to define the geometry. Three-dimensional line and color plots are
produced interactively. The geometry 13 autorat:cally checked and ap-
propriate error messages displayed when a flaw is detected. Hhen the
geometry is satisfactory, an MCNP input file is producec!. SABRINA can alao
read an 14CNP input file as a starting point for geometry ❑odifjcatjons.
Figure 5 shows two three-dimensional SABRINA plots of the !4CNP test geometry
in Figure ~.

~NTE CARLO FEATURES

FIXED SOURCES

MCNP has four standard types o!’ fixtid source geometries: point, spherictil
surface , ucifcr~ distribution in a cell volume, and a plane scurce. The
point and uniform volume sources are is~tropic, the spherical surface source
is either an in~ard or outward cos!m dist~jbutior!, and the plane scurce is
monodirecticnul . There ?rc sevrn stzndara enerlty and tirw’ distributions fcr
which coe~ficients can im specified: line, linsar, Cranber&, Caussizn,
Maxucllian, hatt, and evaporation spectra. !4CNP has standard options to
bias the source in dir~cticn, enr~gy, and angle. L’oth cone ana exponcrtifil
bi;jsinp are available for di~~ctional biasing.

A SOURCE subrout lRQ !s included in F!CNP that allcws a user to create any
source . Input cards rm~ avaj.l?ble to simplify the input of aata into this
source. A second subroutin~ called FRCDX is available to define the uscr-
SCU-CF .=’ngular-emiss ion probabilities if point detectors and/or DXTPAK
spheres arc used in the problem.

VARIQNCE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

AnalcE Yont* Carlc Calculations are usually eff?ctive only for very sirplF
prmcblems. Unbias(d varifince-rec!uct icn schemes split ant!/or Russian rculctt(
par! icl~ tracks, as well as sample from. mcdi~lfd probability density
function$. Ccrr(’ct uss of these schemes can increase
and decrease Cor,puter timc~ by up to a factor of

~h+ problem eff!cirncy
10 where x is literally

unbounded, depending upon th!’ complexity of the problem. Vzrlance reduction
techniques mak~ the solution to dlfflcult problems possiblv with the Monte
Carlo method.

MCNP is rich in sophist!c,?tcd vdrlancc reduction techniques which h%ve bvvn
thoroughly testtd on a wide varjety of Los Alamos P!CNP prcblems. Geometry
splitting and Russian roulette is an easy-to-use znd hare-to-abuse tech-
nique. Piirti(*lestend to :Iow in the c!irection of hiph~r importance.
Energy splitting and Russian roulette pevform th~ same funetlon in energy
space. Weight cutoff by Russian roulette unbiitscdly rcdurcs the numb!r of
low-weigh! particles that are followc’d so th;lt mere computational effort js
expended on th~ important highrr-weight parrlcles.

The expw?ontial tl”ansformor ptith-length stretching is another stnndard F’CNP
vor!anw r~duction technique to allcw particles to flow in R preferred
direction. It is recommended that the transform bc used with the weight
window technique, which k~?eps part,iclr WelRhtS in an appropriate cell-~nvrpy
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window. There can be as many as ten energy weight windows for each surface
and/or collision point, for both neutrons and photons.

Another standard variance reduction techniqu-? in MCNP ig the ability to
oreate a variable nmber of faoed oolllalona in any cell in the problem.
Impllolt or analos capture can be used to improve problem efficiency by
prolonging or shortening a history. Marm and time cutoffs will improve a
calculation when some regions of phase space are known to be completely
unimportant to the problem solution. -co biasing of any or all of the
particle variables from the source toward the region of interest is avail-
able and often can be useful. Another ~tandard MCNP variance reduction
teohnique is the neutrowinduoed photon ao~oe weight oontrol by cell in a
coupled transport problem to provide the optimum number of photons per
neutron in each cell. To reduee the uncertainty in the difference between
the tallies in two separate problems, correlated sampling is used in MCNP
where the starting random number for the ith particle is always the same.

There are three different forms of the point detector which reduce the
variance of this tally. In addition to the etandard point detector tally,
with a constant flux spherical neighborhood, MCNP provides the onoe-more-
colllded flux estimator (O14CFE)which samples important tracks close to the
detector and produces an additional flux estimate. This lIR singularity es-
timator can be an improvement for a point detector in a scattering medium.
Another form of the point detector is the ring detector which assumes that
the flux Is a constant on a ring around any of the coordinate axes. Where
applicable, the ring detector is usually much more efficient than a point
detector becaus~ of tallY sYmmetry and the fact that points on the rlnu are
sampled with l/R weighting relative to the collision point. It is recom-
mended that all point detector tallies be used with caution because results
can be misleading.

The final variance reduction scheme is called DXTRAN for deterministic
transport and is similsr in some respects to the point detector estimator.
The DXTRAN method is a way o!’obtaining large numbers of particles on a
user-specified “DXTRAN sphere.” DXTRAN makes it possible to obtain many
particles in a small region of interest that would oterwlse be difficult to
sample. Upon sampling a collision or source emission probability, DXTRAN
estimates the correct weight fraction that should scatter or be emitted
toward the sphere, and arrive without collision. The DXTRAN method then
puts this correct weight on the sphere. The exit event is sampled in the
usual manner, except that the particle is killed if it tries to enter the
sphere because all particles entering the sphere have already been accounted
for determiniatically. As with point d~tectors, caution is recommended when
using the DXTRAN variance reduction technique,

A new claa~ of variance reducing techniques is currently being atudicd that.
adjusts the parameters as the problem learns about itseif. As these adap-
tive techniques become more mature, they will be included lilfuture versions
of MCNP.
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TALLISS

MCNP has many standard tallies to make it ea~y for the user to obtain the
desired result as a function of cell or surface, energy, time, angle (for
the current tally), cell or surface flagging, segmented portions of a cell
or surface, tally multipliers, and any user modification to a tally using
Subroutine TALLYX. Many tallies are usually allowed in a problem.

MCNP has five basic types of tallies:

1) surface current; 2) surface flux; 3) track length per unit volume flux:
4) flux at a point; and 5) heating tallies.

There are three types of point flux estimators, as discussed in the previous
section. All point-detector tallies automatically list separately the
airect contribution from the sourcei as well as the total result. Point
detector tallies also include diagnostic tables about the nunber and sizes
of the contributions as an aid to understanding the resblts.

In addition to the basic tallies themselves, there are several standard
tally modifiers that allow easy tslly conversion to the Tuantity of
interest. Tallies can be either particles cr particle energy. Energy-,
time-, and angular-dependent user-specified multipliers are available.
General reaction multipliers to any tally are available.in MCNP that can be
sums andlor products of any of the various reactions from the data tables.
Segmented tallies can be made in a cell or on a surface by using additional
surfaces that are not a part of’ the problem geometry. Summations of tallies
over cells and surfaces are available as well. Tallies can be further ex-
amined by flagging those particles which have crossed one or more specified
cell(s) or surface(s). This feature can be very useful in determining which
particle geometry paths are the most important contributors to the result.

In the event that the tally desired is not available as a standard MCNP fea-
ture, the user may define the required tally by providing the appropriate
FORTRAN to the user-dr~ined Subroutine TALLYX. This subroutine is called
just before the tally is actually made in MCNP. This feature is useful for
such results as the tally by collision number, charged particle generation,
and many others.

ESTIMATED TALLIES AND RELATIVE ERRORS

Each tally is estimated by ~ - y x /n where x
~lof $istorles~

1S the tally from the ith
history and n is the total numbe The estimated relative

error (RE) of x is RE - s /x - I/n where the xi and x; are

updated at the end of each~history in MCNP to include history correlations.
This relative error is printed for each tally by MCNP. Experience has shown
that reliable confidence intervals are generated when the relative error is
less than 0.10. For point-detector tallies, it is recommended that the
relative error be less than 0.0S because these tallies will typically have e
mucil larger variance of the variance than other tallies.
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Slnce the RE2is proportional to I/n and the probleu computer time T is
proportiona12to-~0 a figure of ❑erit (FOM) for a tally 1s defined to be
FON= [(RE) T] . With this definition, ❑ore efficient tallies will have a
larger F@l. The FOP! is, therefore, useful to compare problem efficiencies
when using different variance reduction techniques. The FOH should be ap-
proximately a constant for each tally in a problem and is thus also a tally
reliability indicator. In addition, the FOH can be used for est!matlng the
amount of computer time required to achieve a desired relative error. Tally
fluctuation charts which contain the FOM for one user-specified tally bin of
each tally as a function of the number of hi~tories are automatically
printed at the end of ●ach t?CNP problem.

CRITICALITY

MCNP has the capability to calculate k
Tf

eigenvalues and removal lifetimes
for both sub- and super-critical SYS ems. and the associated relative
errors. The calculation is performed as a ser”ies of generations of
neutrons, estimating both of the above quantities for that generation, as
well as the average over a user-specified number of preceding generations.
Fission is tre~ted as either implicit or analog “capture.” New source
points for the next generation are based on the fission “captures” from the
previous generation. d

There are seven estimators for keff: collision, absorption, track length,
and the four combinations of these s’.ngle estimators. The three removal
lifetime estimators are collision, absorption and d combined collision-
absorption estimator. Covariances are included in the calculation of the
relative errors of the combined estimators.

TALLY ORAPHICS

?4CPL@T Is a completely interactive post-processing graphics code for MCNP
problems. F!CPLOTuses CGS or DISSPLA graphics and can plot any tally and
its associated ~elative error generated by MCNP. In addition to the stan-
dard two-dimensional line plots and spline fits of the tally results, WCPLOT
can also graphically p~esent results in both two-dimensional contour and
thret-dimensicmal plots. MCPLOT has a flexible command structure for ease
of use. Figures 6 and 7 show typical MCPLOT graphics of MCNP results.

USER ASPKTS

A large amount o!’effort has gone into making MCNP as user-oriented as
pO~8ible. Ail aspecta of the code. including data baaes, illPut. outPut#
documentation, and the software itself, reflect this code ph~losophy and
level of effort.

NrPuT

The HCNP input l“ilecontains three major sections, each separated by a blank
card: 1) cell definitions with ❑aterial, density, and sense-labeled
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smf ●ces; 2 ) surface cards; and 3) data cards which define all other aapects
of the problem. All cards have free-form input with a ❑nemonic or
cell/surface nwber in colmns 1 to 5 and data in columns 6 to 72. Useful
input-card aide are available for interpolating, repeating, multiplying and
Jmping o\& data entries. There are approximately 100 typa of data cards
for complete problem specification and Kmt.rol. To ❑inimize user-input er-
rors, II!CNPperforms over 200 checks of the input file which result in
warning and/or fatal error messages to the output file. A fatal error ter-
minates the problem while a WWnlnE Qrror should be closely examined by the
user even though the problem will continue to run.

14CNP produces a full description of all aspects of the completed problem in
the output file. The entire input file is print?d along with the results of
input operations such as cell-volune and surface-area calculat!oas, source
parameters including biasing, variance-reduction parameters, and tallying
structures. All of the appropriate information about the data sets selected
fur the problem are included in the output, as well as all warning and fatal
error messages.

The starting parameters of the first fifty source particles are printed. If
a history gets lost in the geometry, that hlstwv is automatically rerun to
produce an event log in the output file of the sequence of events leading to
the difficulty. At the conclusion of the problem, several summary tables
are printed. A global summary table of net particle creation and loss by
various physlcal- and variance-reduction categories is printed, followed by
cell and nuclide activity tables md particle weight balance tables.
Photon-production irlformation by cell and isotope is also included for a
coupled neutron-photon problem. Finfilly,the tallies and relative errors
are printed, followed by the tally fluctuation charts.

USER FEATURES

MCNP is rich in features provided especially for the user. Besides the ex-
tensive input file checks and more than 200 possible error messages, the
user is also allowed to put comments both in the input file and in various
places in the uutput file. MCNP has a full restart capability for problems
which need to be continued.

There are several input cards for the user to insert information into the
MCNP subroutines and arrays. Certain unused variables are incl’;dedin
COMMON and in the banking lis’ for the user’s convenience in modifying the
code.

The completely interactive geometry graphics capability 1s of great benefit
in setting up geometries. A VOID card 18 available to remove material from
the problem t..ocheck overall particle tracking in the geometry.

In the data area, the user has many neutron cross-section evaluations and
data forms from which to choose. The user is encouraged to select those
evaluating that are most appropriate for the problem being solved. In the
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event the user chooses not to make these selections of neutron cross sec-
tions, HCNP will select an evaluation for each unspecified element or
isotope. If the user has generated croes sections in an acceptable MCNP
format, it is easy to include them in an MCNP prOb19M as well.

Another imprtant HCNP feature 1s Subroutine TALLYX which allows a user to
write FORTRAN for inclusion in this subroutine. Virtually any tally can be

made in HCNP with this valuable user feature, Including a usei--definedmul-
tipla tally capability.

The output from an HCNP prob!em is the end result of all of the
calculations. The user can cont”~l what appears in the output and can Rlso
change the order of printing Qf the varioua %ally variables. If a particle
gets lost, the output will contain a log of all of the events of that
histr-m~. For po:~nt detectors and DXTRAN, diagnostic tables of the results
from cnese techniques aid the user in understanding the tallies. The tally
fluctuation charts at the end of the problem are of great value to check
quickly and eaally the tslly reliability and efficiency.

MCNP has several diagnostic interrupts for the user to check how the problem
18 proceeding, MCNP has source efficiency and long history checks, either
of which cm terminate the problem. The user also has the ability to change
the starting rhndom number for a problem.

HCNP is an extremely well iloc~~nted code system. Cver the years, the work
on MCNP has spawned two books: ‘ l; E, D. Cashwell and C. J. Everett, “A
Practical Hatlual on the Monte Carlo Method for Random Walk Problems,”
Paragon Press, 1957; and 2) L. L. Carter and E. D. Cashwell, “Particl?
Transport Simulation with th+ Honte Car o Method,” ERDA Critical Review
Series. TID-26607, 1975, The MCNP manual,

{
LA-.7396-M (revised in April,

1981), is 511 pages long and contains chapters and appendices OR Monte Carlo
theory, physics, input, output, evamples, data, and codtng aspects of MCNP.
The manual has been used as a textbook for Monte Carlo studies at ssveral
mnjor ~ivergltieg in the United f,tates, Additional instruction is avail-
able from 25 hours of video tapes from the 1983 MCNP Workshop at Los Ala,fios.
Both the manual and the videotapes are a.’ailable from RSIC in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee.

Theoretical and applied developments of var.’ous aspects of MCNP nave been
reported in numerous refereed journal articles, Los Alamos reports, and
~rof~~if~al society meetings. Two recent notable Los Alamos reports
are: ‘ 1) C. J. Everett and E. D. Cashwell, “A Third Monte Carlo
Sampler,” LA-9721-MS, 1983; and 2) T. E. Booth, “A Sample Problem For
Variance Reduction in MCNP,” LA-10363, 1985.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

l#2NPis used at Los Alamos for many different types of calculations which
is the main reason it is designed to be ouch a generai trmnsport code, MCNP
is used by many technical divisions to analyze physics experiments, design
nuclear safeguards non-~estructive assay systems, perform criticality
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analyses, design radiation shieldg, address health-physics problems, calcu-
late magnetic f usicn neutron ics, analyze reactor designs, calculate material
activations, or design nuclear instrumentation.

tJICNP 1s also used extensively outside Los Alamos by various professional in-
stitutions for magnetic fusion energy (MFE) calculations on the MFE network,
well logging calculations, determinations of radiological doses, physics ex-
periments, spacecraft radiation modeling, radiation damage studies, and
Monte Carlo applications at major universities. Th~ feedback that x-6
receives from these applications is invaluable for improving VCNP and its
associated d?ta bases.

FUTURE VERSIONS OF MCNP

MCNP has steadily improved in lts capabilities over the years. This trrnd
will continue with the new Version 3A of MCNP and future versions.

FICNP VERSION 3A

Version 3A of MCNP has been under development for one year and will incor-
porate over ene--hunctred signlftcant improverlrnts. The big~cst sin~le
improvement in Version jfl will bc a highly generalized source routine that
will almost ,:liminate the n~cd for !+ubroutinh SOURCE, ~lthough it will still
exist. Many c!ort?plicated scurce distributions carI be specifleo with the new
source, along with source-parameter biasing functiuns if’ necvassary. An cp-
ticnal quasi-random nur,bt!rg.!nerator ror tht’ sGurce will be added to irrIpIovP
sampling of the s.)urce ....riables. Thv rrec-gas thermal neutron treatm~nt
w1ll be Impro’/ed and expand~d to include all atomic numb(;rs and higher
terripvratures. A weight-window ~t!nerator, which c~lculates thr scoring runc-
tion by vncrgy and cell, will b( includ(’d to assist. thl? user in setting
optimum cell- and energy-dependent weight windows. A Ifonte Carlo surface-
sourcr capability w1ll be added to YCNP to allow the lirlklng or two or more
MCNP problems while preserving the correct stettstical error estimates.
Both the input and strurture or the cod~ h?ve b?en moaified to aid in adding
oth~r types of pcrticles :]s those physics routines become ;~vailable. FOITF:
modlrication to the coac structure has Deen done also in anticipation of’
multitasking.

Vcrslon 3A will contain many new user features such as column cell inpu!.,
cell parameters on cell cards, combined neutron and photon t:~llies, improved
graphics, and improved t~l,ly and problem information. The MCNP manui~l 1S
b~ing rewritten by sv~c,lteen different members of GroIJp x-6. A w$’l(!omr ad-
dlticn to the new manual 1s a primer to help th(’ new user morr quickly and
e~sily undt?rstand th~ code capabilities. Both Version 3A #nd the new rr!:+nual
will bc rsleased to RSIC in th~ rail cf’ 1985.

MCNP SPECIAL VERSIONS

There are several special-purpose versions of MCNP thpt arc ~v.ailabl~ for
non-standard applications. These versions arc patches to l$!CNP and ar[’ not
considered to be production codes.
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One such version is the weight-window generator patch which is being im-
proved and incor~rated into t4CNP Version 3A. A multigroup version of P!CNP
called !4CPICis used for making forward and adjoint calculations with mul?!.-
group data libreriea. Another important version of HCNP uses two dif~erent
but aasoriated techniques of perturbation Monte Carlo to solve directly for
the differences in problems that can be lmth vastly and minutely d!fferent.
A thick-target bremsstrat,lung generation model for MCNP has just been
developed and la beinn tested for problems where this photon source 1s
important.

Another patch to MCNP 1s used to calculate the response of neutron
coincidence counters. A delayed-neutron version of MCNP exists as well. A
patch to MCNP to calculate the variance of the variance exists for stat.istl-
cal etudiea. A verslym of MCNP with a repeated-structures capability exists

for this class of problems. A multitasking vei”slon of a scaled-down MCNP is
available and 1s being used as a FORTRAN 77 compiler checker for the Cray X-
?’lP.

PENP AFTEH VERSION 3A

In the future, MCN? will stand for ~onte ~arlo N Particle where N particle
varieties will be transported.

- . .
Tne new particles to be added wlli be

eleetrons and he~vy ions, followed by high-energy physics part~cles Kener-
ated with intranuclcar cascade models. Future versio,ns will incorporate
some of the special MCNP versions mentioned above as needs dictate. Monte
Carlo methods of thefuturc, w?lich will become much more adaptive, w1ll be
added to MCNP. The data libraries will be impt’oved and expanded to meet
more demandin~ need~. SABRINA and MCPLOT will be integrated into MCNP to
produce B nighly interactive code. The portab~lity aspects of the code will
be examined further and improved. As new computer architectures emerge, the
MCNP code system will be modified to take advantage of these new develop-
ments as they apply to a general user-oriented production Monte Carlo cede.

CONCLUSIONS

MCNP is a very general Monte Carlo neutron photon transport code Bystem with
approximately 250 person years of Group x-6 code development invested. It
is extremely portable, user-o’iented, arid a true pr~duction code as lt is
used about 60 Cray hour’s per month by about 150 Los Alamos users. IL has us
ita data base the best cross-section evaluations available. HCNP contelns
state-of-the-art traditional ~nd adaptive Monte Carlo techniques to be tip-
plied to the solutlnn of an ever-increasing number of problems. Excellent
Use!”-oriented documentation 1s available for all facets of the F?CNP code
system. Many useful and important variants o? MCNP exist for special
applloations.

The Radiation Shielding Information Center (l?SIC) in Oak Ridge, Tennessee is
the oontact pint for worldwide MCNP code and documentntlon distribution. A
much improved MCNP Version 3A will bc availablu in the fall of 1985, along
with new and improved documentation. Future directions in MCNP development
will change the raaaningof MCNP to Monte Carlo N Particle uhere N particle
varieties will be transported.
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TABLE I

Data thst we Available h tha

Paoka~ m RSIC

z Nucl i de z NUC1i de

1
1-3” 28 Ni, 58Ni

2
He 3-4He

3
6-i L1

4 ‘Be

5
~ 10-n B
m

6 c

7
14

N

8
1 bO

9
19F

11
23Na

12 MS

13
27A1

1)4 Si
15

31P

16
32~

17 cl

18 Ar

19 K

20 Ctl

23 v

Zll Cr

?5 SsHn

26 FC

29

31

40
41

42

45

46

48

50

50

56

63

6u

67

73

74

78

79

02

90

92

94

95

Cu

Ga

2P
93Nb

Fission Products, 235U

Fia8ion Produ~ts,
239M

Cd

Sn

Fission product. a, av-’ragl

1 38*

ELI

C(!
165H0

181T3

~ 18H84,186M
t

Pt
19”/ALl

Pb
23i.ITh

233-?43u

238-2UIPU

242
Am
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continuous and discrete reaction (histogram) forms of MCNP data.
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A

Fig. 4. MXP tuo-dimensional pIots of different slices of a complicated gecnnetry with cell
nunbers. The dashed rectangle in B represents the “cookie-cutter” area of acceptance
for source particles.



A

Fig. 5. SABRINA three-d imertsion:l plots of a complicated MIMP geometry. The plot on the
right is e cutaway plot of the body on the left. The A and B correspond to the
HCtlP plcts shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 6. HCNP output graphically disDlayed using IKPLOT. The lower curve IS a ~caled version
of the upper histogram fit with a spline function.
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Fig. 7. Piot A is a three-dimensional tally representation available from MCPLOT. Plot B ts the sme
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